Introduction
Exoskeletons have been part of popular culture for many decades [1] . In Starship Troopers, Heinlein envisions troops leaping from building to building, being dropped from orbit and fighting with almost total invulnerability. While this vision makes for good fiction and provides fuel for the creative engine, as engineers we are usually bound by the laws of physics and thermodynainics. We view exoskeletons as the centerpiece of a soldier centric platform. Exoskeletons will enhance a warrior's capabilities, allowing him to be more lethal and survivable. Current limits of hlniian portage will be greatly extended and the exoskeletons will provide power for communications, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance supportive hardware. The exoskeleton program aims to create experimental prototypes that will address, and possibly advance, a nuiliber of critical technologies. These technologies are slnall scale power converters and actuation systems, controls, sensing of human motion and haptic interfaces.
Technology is applied to nearly every facet of warfighting to ensure that our forces are more capable and better equipped than potential adversaries. Technology is applied to nearly every facet of warfighting to ensure that our forces are more capable and better equipped than our adversaries. Technology enables superior capabilities for our armored vehicles, aircraft, missiles, submarines and surfaces ships. However. ground forces are generally equipped as they have always been with provisions and a personal weapon. Modern American ground forces also include other mission enhancing equipment such as body armor, Kevlar Helmets, night vision scopes and communications equipment, and a host of other modern advantages. Nonetheless, direct fire fights which can often results in high attrition rates. The adversary is often fighting on ground of his choosing, can blench back into the local population, and whose logistical supply conies from the local population.
The EHPA program is attempting to increase the capabilities of ground soldiers beyond that of a human. Body armor capable of stopping a 7.62 [mum] assault rifle bullet weighs about 6 lbs per square foot. If a soldier was to cover most of his body with this armor, it would weigh well in excess of 150 lbs. A soldier height be well protected minder these conditions, but not mobile enough to be operationally effective. A recent study conducted by W. Brower at Fort Belvior, Virginia, shows that the portage loads for future Objective Force WaI'ri,or soldiers will weigh between 120 to 190 lbs per man, depending on specialty. The heaviest load is to be born by the anti-tank specialist at 188 lbs. It is the role of the objective force to impede the progress of an adversary's army, before our heavy forces can be amassed. Therefore, reducing the portage requirement for these soldiers, would be tantamount to reducing their weaponry and thus fighting capability. consequently undermining their mission.
Currently There are three critical technological areas that must be adlvanced in order to create these systems.
1. Energy, Power, and Actuation: Highly efficient actuators that can utilize a high density, manportable energy source in both a safe and quiet nlaniler are being developed. Such field actuation systems will use a minimal amount of fuel or energy per cycle. Methods of transforming high energy density sources into useful actuation power for these machines are also being developed. Energy sources are being integrated with compact, manportable power generators and new types of aetua tons to allow for missions initially estirriated to be 4 to 24 hours. 11lesoscopic and/or microscopic components may be considered for management of fuel coilsuillption or as integral elements of small power and/or actuation systems. 
Conclusions
EHPA contractors are working steadily to achieve the program goals of enhanced physical performance speed. strength, and endurance for soldiers in combat . Preliminary results indicate that the power and actuati on technologies being developed will be adequate for the system demonstrations planned for FY2004 .
The successful development of exoskeleton systems opens up a broad range of applications for both military and non-military personnel. Military applications inclu de munitions handling on ships and at airfields . field repair of heavy equipment, dismounted solders in urban terrain, among others. Other applications include fire fighting, search and rescue operations in harsh environments (earthquakes and other civil disasters) . heavy lift operations in manufacturing , assist devices for the physically handicapped. The portable power technologies being developed in this program also have a variety of applications beyond that of exoskeletons
